GRAND TOUR OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
CAPE TOWN AND BOTSWANA, 2020/2021

Belmond’s Southern African escapes embrace an iconic Cape Town
hotel and three thrillingly different safari experiences in Botswana.

Experience the best of Belmond’s Southern Africa with our new
seven-night or ten-night special offer:

At Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel, life is all about relaxation at the
fully renovated hotel. Laze in our heated pools in the lush gardens,
enjoy imaginative seasonal cuisine in the acclaimed restaurants or
hone your skills in an art class. Just beyond the gates, the buzz of the
Mother City calls.
Our three luxurious safari lodges are set in the unspoilt wilderness of
Northern Botswana. This is where the incredible Okavango Delta
floods each year, attracting a breathtaking diversity of wildlife.
At Belmond Eagle Island Lodge, located in the Okavango Delta, and
completely rebuilt and stunningly designed to conjure up an
explorer’s base, you can drift through the watery landscape on a
mokoro canoe, spotting bright frogs and kingfishers.
Tap into your spirit of adventure at Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge.
Evoking the feel of a timeless explorers’ lodge, our tented oasis
immerses you in the untamed wilderness of Botswana’s Savute
region. Relax in spaces shaped by local craftsmanship, watch majestic
animals at the watering hole from our viewing hide, and gather round
the campfire for an enchanting Boma dining experience.
At Belmond Khwai River Lodge, the big game of the Moremi Reserve
are in your sights. Espy giraffe, buffalo, lion, leopard and wild dogs
from our beautiful raised, thatched rooms overlooking the
floodplains.

RATES:
7 nights at $7,460 per person
10 nights at $10,890 per person
Includes:
o

Four or six nights safari at any combination of our lodges, fully
inclusive of meals, local beverages and safari activities

o

Light aircraft flights from/to Maun and between the lodges,
departure taxes and national park fees in Botswana

o

Three at the Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel, breakfast included,
guaranteed complimentary upgrade to Junior Suite and VIP
status

o

VAT and taxes included

RESERVATIONS
Please contact your professional travel advisor or Belmond Safaris reservations offices
and ask for the ”Grand Tour of Southern Africa’’ offer.
South Africa:
Tel: +27(0)21 483 1600 | Email: safaris@belmond.com
B E L MO N D . C O M

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
•
•

Valid for travel from 03 January - 25 December 2021
Stays between the hotel and lodges can be non-consecutive, but must form part of the same itinerary

